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Fruits of the IMF 

Ethnic warfare on 
the rise in Mrica 
by Lawrence Eyong-Echaw 

Throughout Africa-in Sudan, Rwanda, Burundi, Uganda, 
Ghana, Liberia, Angola, and Kenya--ethnic groups have 
clashed violently in the past year, leaving thousands dead. 
Ethnicity is threatening to destroy the fragile fabric of the 
African nation-state, while the conditionalities of the Interna
tional Monetary Fund (IMF) are driving populations into 
total despair. 

The most ferocious fighting has broken out over the last 
year in Burundi and Rwanda, two densely populated coun
tries in central Africa. In both countries, the Hutu are the 
majority tribe. Since independence, the Hutu have been in
volved in a sporadic vendetta of bloodletting against the Tut
si, a minority tribal group which enslaved and ruled the Hutu 
in the pre-colonial period. Belgium, the colonial master of 
Rwanda, had always backed the ruling Tutsi, but then abrupt
ly switched sides to back the Hutu at the point of indepen
dence, when the Hutu rose against the Tutsi. 

The latest round of massacres began in 1993. In October 
1993, Melchior Ndadaye, the first democratically elected 
Hutu President in Burundi, which has been dominated by the 
Tutsi tribe continuously, was assassinated in an attempted 
coup by the Tutsi-dominated military, at which point the 
United States ceased all aid to the country. This led to a 
carnage of inestimable proportions, as the Army went on a 
rampage, killing 100,000 Hutus. Since then, thousands of 
refugees have crossed the border into Rwanda. There, Hutu 
President Juvenal Habyarimana has retaliated in sympathy 
with the Hutus, by refusing to implement the power-sharing 
deal with the Tutsi-dominated opposition. 

This deal had ended a civil war fought in 1992 between 
the Hutus and the Tutsis, who were backed by the Ugandan 
government. This civil war had brought 680 French troops 
into Rwanda in a peacekeeping venture. Outside forces also 
benefitted financially from the warfare. According to the 
Human Rights Watch Arms Project, the French bank Credit 
Lyonnais made possible a $6 million deal for an arms ship
ment to the Rwandan Army from Egypt. Rwanda was also 
getting weapons from South Africa. The Rwandan war creat
ed more than 650,000 refugees and displaced more than I 

million of Rwanda's 7.5 million people. The tribal warfare 
has also accelerated the downward spiral of the country's 
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economy. According to President Habyarimana, "Our econ
omy was already ailing in 1990, and, of course, the war has 
not resolved anything. We signed agreements with the IMF 
and the World Bank, which we have, of course, been unable 
to honor, because we have had to purchase weapons and 
supplies. " 

In Burundi, the ethnic conflict continues. On March 8, 

I 
Will France br�ak the 

embargo against Iraq? 
When tile United Nations Sec�ty Council met on March 

18 to review the sanctions against Iraq, it carne as no 
surprise that the "permanent �ve" decided for the ump
tee.ntb time to continue the gepocidal blockade. To pre
vent any loosening ofthe blockade, wild stories had begun 
to circulate, as they do every t\vo months when the sanc

tions review takes place, regarding suppos�d Iraqi plans 
for DeW and gruesome deeds. Thus the London Guardian 
on March 17 carried the purPorted news that Saddarn 
Hussein was preparing a military strike, either against 
Kuwait or to "liberate" the Ku�dish north. 

What was unexpected in the Security Council's pro-
ceedings, however, was the emergence of differentiated 
shadings of color in the otherwise grey, monolithic block 
of permanent members. France, Russia, and Cbina dis
tanced themselves from the intransigent stance of the 
United States and Great Britaip . As rotating chairman of 
the Security Council, France proposed that Iraq's "prog
res's" in complying with the U.N. resolutions be acknowl

. edged. Russia reportedly soug�t to present a similar state-
ment, and both Moscow and Bfijing supported the French 
move. The British, who have called the shots since Desert 
Storm , refused, as did the United States. 

Preparing for post-emb�rgo era 

The Erench, Russians, and Chinese have apparently 
understood something which has escaped the notice of 
London and Washington. The Iraqi leadership, havillg 
indeed complied with the U.N. 's demands to eliminate 
weapons of mass destruction, and with surveillance mea
sures, has dug in its heels, determined to survive until the 
empargo is lifted. At the same time, as any visitor to 

the capital over the last months could readily ascertain, 
. Baghdad is actively preparin�for the post-embargo era. 

When that will begin is not Known. In.Baghdad, some 
reckon that after a six-month "trial period ," as demanded 
by U,N. envoy Rolf Ekeus, lWOrld public opinion will 
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some 50 Tutsi tribesmen were killed in the north of the coun
try in retaliation for earlier killings in the capital Bujumbura, 
in which the Tutsi-dominated Army massacred about 200 
Hutus in a predominantly Hutu residential area. The next 
week, fighting broke out in the Burundi capital, killing at 
least 1,000 people. It is believed that in March, 1 million 
people fled Burundi to neighboring countries, where, ac-

realize that there are no further pretexts available to justify 
the blockade. Others reason that the U .N. top dogs will 
keep the stranglehold in place until such time that peace 
treaties between Israel and the Palestine Liberation Orga
nization, Jordan, Lebanon and Syria, all have been 
signed, sealed, and delivered. lraq is seen not only as a 

potential magnet for political opposition to the Middle 
East peace process but also as the economic giant, albeit 
wounded, of the region; many leading Iraqis believe that 
the international movers of the peace negotiations want to 
maintain total control over the industrial potential of the 

,country, so as to steer it into the desired direction within 
. the context of a regional "free market." 

Economic considerations uppermost 
Economic considerations are uppermost in the minds 

of the French , Russians, and Chinese, all wracked by the 

depression crisis. Not only does Iraq have oil and in great 
quantities, but, having allocated its oil revenues over de
cades to building a modem infrastructure and industrial 
foundation, it also represents the biggest market for con

sumer and industrial goods in the region. Therefore, it 
is no wonder that businessmen from Russia and other 
republics of the former Soviet Union and eastern Europe 
should be seen in Baghdad, the capital of a former ally 
and trading partner. . 

Of the western European countries, France has been 
the first to openly strike an independent posture. Ac
cording to accounts in such major press as Le Monde 
and Liberation in March, the French have been working 
behind the scenes for months to improve relations with 
Iraq, holding high-level meetings. Although Iraq Deputy 
Prime Minister Tariq Aziz's trips to Paris have been to 

receive medical treatment, he broke his low profile in 
October, when he met French Interior Minister Charles 
Pasqua. Other high-ranking Iraqi diplomats, such as Ryad 
al-Qayssi of the Foreign Ministry, and Parliament Presi
dent Saadi Mehdi Saleh, have been received as well. 

Recently, a parliamentary delegation from Baghdad 
was welcomed in Paris, at a reception organized by an 

association close to Paris Mayor Jacques Chirac . During 
the soiree, the political message that was deljvered by the 

French was clear. Roselyn Bachelot, an RPR parliamen-
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cording to the United Nations High Commissioner for Refu
gees, they are living on the edge of starvation. 

Long list of conflicts 
The Burundi massacres are the most prominent in a long 

list of conflicts which cause violence with untold suffering to 
Africa. 

tarian, stated bluntly that the Kuwalt crisis of August 1990 
had been a trap laid by the United States for Saddam 
Hussein. "It is by now certain," she said, "that the Bagh
dad authorities had received assurances at the highest dip
lomatic level that the United States would not oppose the 
crossing of the borders by their troops." 

Although this is a truth by now universally known, to 

say so diverges rather sharply from what was official 
French poljcy in 1990-91. Furthermore, Bachelot called 
for "the opening of an economic interest section as soon 
as possible in Baghdad, the unfreezing of Iraqi assets held 
in French banks. the purchase of food and medicines, and 
the relaxing of restrictions on visas" for Iraqis� 

Business deals being concluded 
The primary incentive behind French moves for a rap

prochement with Iraq is economic. Before the war, French 
companies were active in the country with deals worth 
hundreds of billions of francs. Th� French pil companies 
Elf Aquitaine and Total, which are particularly eager to 

exploit the huge oil deposits in Iraq, have been conducting 
discreet negotiations with the Iraqis over the last year. 
Liberation reported that in early March, for the first time, 

the oil companies received government approval to re

ceive a high-ranking delegation from the lraqi Oil Minis
try in Paris. On March 26, the Iraqis were quoted as saying 
that the negotiations had "led to agreements which will be 
implemented after the lifting of the embargo." 

The embargo must be lifted, and immediately. As 
reiterated in a statement of protest against the continuation 

of the sanctions, issued by the International Progress Or
ganization on March 24, the sanctions defy international 
law and morality, as defined by Judaism, Christianity, 
and Islam, and undermine the chances for peace in the 
region. 

The French overtures to Baghoad may be motivated 
more by pragmatic self-interest than by a moral commit
ment to justice or humanitarian concern for-the well-being 
of an Iraqi population which bas been subjected to unprec
edented torture through the embargo. Nonetheless, the 
French are doing tbe right thing. And tbey are bound to 

benefit, not only economically, but politically in other 
parts of the t,\rab world. -Muriel r irak - Weissbach 
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